
Learn How to Create Stunning Bargello
Needlepoint Designs
Are you a beginner looking to explore the world of needlepoint? Look no further!
In this comprehensive guide, we will walk you through the fascinating art of
creating Bargello needlepoint designs. Whether you're an experienced
embroiderer or just starting out, Bargello needlepoint offers a unique and
satisfying stitching experience.

What is Bargello Needlepoint?

Bargello needlepoint, also known as Florentine embroidery, is a type of canvas
work that originated in Florence, Italy, during the 17th century. It involves stitching
geometric patterns using long straight stitches over canvas. The result is a
stunning visual effect with bold, vibrant colors that can be used for a variety of
projects, such as pillows, wall hangings, and even clothing.

Getting Started: Materials You'll Need

Before diving into your Bargello needlepoint journey, it's essential to gather the
necessary materials. Here's a list of what you'll need:
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A canvas: Choose a mono canvas with an appropriate mesh size. For
beginners, it's recommended to start with a larger mesh size (around 10-14
count).

Needles: Select tapestry needles in various sizes depending on your canvas
and thread thickness.

Threads: Don't be limited by colors! Choose a wide range of threads,
including stranded cotton, wool, and metallic threads, to bring depth and
dimension to your Bargello designs.

Embroidery hoop or frame: These tools help keep your canvas taut and aid
in maintaining even tension throughout your stitching process.

Scissors: Invest in a pair of sharp embroidery scissors for precise cutting of
threads.

Pencil and graph paper: Use these tools to sketch and plan your design
before transferring it to the canvas.

Designing Your Bargello Pattern

Once you have all the materials, it's time to unleash your creativity and design
your Bargello pattern. Although you can find ready-made patterns online or in
needlepoint books, designing your own pattern allows for a personal touch. Here
are some tips to get started:

Choose a focal point: Decide on the main motif that will serve as the
centerpiece of your design.
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Consider color schemes: Experiment with colors to create depth and visual
interest. Don't be afraid to use bold and contrasting palettes.

Start with simple shapes: As a beginner, it's best to begin with basic
geometric shapes like squares or rectangles. Once you gain more
confidence, you can explore more complex designs.

Plan your stitches: Bargello designs primarily rely on long straight stitches.
Experiment with different stitch lengths and directions to create unique
effects.

Transferring the Design onto the Canvas

With your pattern ready, it's time to transfer your design onto the canvas. Start by
taping the graph paper to a flat surface and placing the canvas on top. Use a
pencil to mark the stitches on the canvas based on your design. Remember to
take note of the color schemes and stitch directions to ensure accuracy.

Getting Stitching!

Step 1: Choose the Starting Point

Begin your Bargello needlepoint adventure by selecting a starting point on your
canvas. Traditionally, it's recommended to start from the bottom left corner and
work your way up to maintain a consistent flow.

Step 2: Basic Tent Stitch

The basic stitch used in Bargello is called the Tent Stitch. It involves stitching
diagonal stitches over a set number of canvas threads. The length of the stitch
depends on the design and the effect you want to achieve. As a beginner,
practicing this stitch on a small sample canvas can help you develop your skills
before tackling larger projects.



Step 3: Building Your Design

As you become more comfortable with the Tent Stitch, gradually increase the
complexity of your design. Experiment with different stitch lengths and depths to
create mesmerizing patterns.

Step 4: The Slanting Stitch

The Slanting Stitch is another crucial stitch in Bargello needlepoint. It involves
stitching long, slanted stitches using multiple canvas threads. This stitch adds
movement and dimension to your designs.

Finishing and Caring for Your Bargello Piece

Once you've completed your Bargello masterpiece, it's essential to finish and
care for it properly. Here are some tips:

Blocking: To ensure your fabric is smooth and even, consider blocking your
finished piece. This process involves wetting the fabric, reshaping it, and
letting it dry under mild tension.

Mounting: Decide whether you'd like to frame your Bargello piece or use it as
a decorative item like a pillow or wall hanging. Choose an appropriate
mounting method accordingly.

Cleaning: If your Bargello piece gets dirty, avoid machine washing or soaking
it. Instead, spot clean using a gentle detergent and cool water.

Preserving: Protect your Bargello needlepoint from direct sunlight and
excessive humidity to prevent color fading and fabric damage. Display it in a
well-ventilated area.

Embarking on your Bargello needlepoint journey can be both therapeutic and
rewarding. Through practice and experimentation, you'll soon master the art of



creating stunning Bargello designs. Remember to start with simple shapes,
gradually increase complexity, and let your creativity guide you. So, grab your
needles, threads, and canvas, and dive into the exciting world of Bargello
needlepoint!

Click Here for More Bargello Needlepoint Tips and Tricks
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Nothing is more delicate and beautiful than needlepoint worked in the long
flowing stitches. The long stitch is one of the easiest techniques to use in working
a needlepoint project. Sometimes called the bargello stitch, it is worked straight--
either horizontally or vertically on needlepoint canvas, and looks like a smooth
satin embroidery stitch when placed in groups side-by-side. Bargello needlepoint,
which originated in sixteenth-century Italy, employs a simple stitch that is
repeated over and over again to form a distinctive geometric pattern in vibrant
colors. Our mothers and grandmothers whiled away their time with it in the 1960s
and 70s, and Bargello is now enjoying a revival among crafters. Bargello is easy
to master, quick to achieve and very addictive. The stitches take on a rhythm of
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their own which makes it extremely relaxing and before long you'll be measuring
your days in inches not hours.
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